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KONSTANTIN VASYUKEVICH, M.D.
No One Will Know… Everyone Will Notice

Upon entering the gracious townhouse that is home to Dr. 

the elegantly appointed space. This is not one’s typical “medi

cannot help but to be curious about what truly sets him apart… 

lifted” region in the United States.  There was a time when 
plastic surgery was a status symbol. Rhinoplasty bandages 
were worn to lunch and faces were impossibly taught. Patients 

want everyone to know.” Dr. Konstantin represents the new 

dure should appear natural and surgical intervention imper

of  ‘pulling’ or ‘lifting.’  There is so much more to a youthful 
looking face than mere tightening of  the skin,” explains Dr. 
Konstantin. 

Dr. Konstantin performs work exclusively on the face and 

only be achieved through extensive experience and a true 
commitment to perfection,” explains the doctor. Dr. Kon
stantin Vasyukevich is an artist of  unsurpassed proportions 

medium. “Specializing in face and neck surgery affords me the 
opportunity to offer my patients the utmost expertise in facial 

diately put at ease by his warm bedside manner and effortless 
charm. However, what really wins me over is his meticulous at
tention to detail. We walk down the hall to photograph my face. 

images together. He works his way down from my forehead to 
my neck. Dr. K enumerates everything we can do to turn back 

ist – for better or for worse. As we ‘survey the canvas,’ the good 
doctor talks me down from dramatic surgical procedures and 

approach greatly limits the need for surgical intervention and 

more enthusiastic about seeing my results… 

highly sought after. My forehead and brow are perfectly 

feet have simply disappeared, yet my smile remains as natural 
as ever. This is the direct result of  Dr. K’s artfully administered 

lips and eliminated the depressions that are telltale signs of  age.

ed my “work” or asked for a referral to my doctor. On the 
contrary, everyone seems to notice the difference, but nobody 
knows how it came to be.

Konstantin Vasyukevich, M.D.
Facial Plastic & Reconstructive Surgery
46 East 82nd Street
drkonstantin.com
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